
Quick Guide

 Securitybees Black Mini USB Adapter
 WiFi Hidden Spy Camera



Overview
This HD Clock Camera is covert in a power adapter with 1080P 
high resolution video recording for home surveillance. It can 
help you monitor house, families and pets when you are away 
from home. What's more, the mini decent design just looks like 
an ordinary wall charger, you can put it in any suitable socket at 
home, and it will blend in perfectly, draw no attention.

Features
1.Small and portable, black simple appearance, the same as 
   ordinary power adapter.
2.It is not only a fully functional USB wall charger, but also 
   extremely hidden camera, which can be used for recording 
   video and charging your device at the same time.
3.1080P HD video recording, support taking photo
4.Built-in WiFi module, support remote access ,monitor and 
   control on your smart phone.
5.Quick WiFi setup, no cable required.
6.Free App for iPhone, iPad, Android Smartphones and Tablets.
7.Motion Detection, push alerts to your mobile App, directly 
   record to Micro SD card which you need insert in advance.
8.Loop recording function can be set in APP.(Automatically 
   overwrite the earliest video when card is full) 
9.Support local Micro SD memory card recording, max storage 
   up to 32GB. The video saved in the Micro SD card can be 
   remotely viewed from Android or iOS APP.
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Basic Operation

Power ON/OFF

Plug it in a suitable socket, with power supply, the camera will 
power on automatically. Pull it off, and the camera will power off.
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Insert a Micro SD card in the card slot to save recorded image or 
video locally, or you can also view the recordings on your smart 
phone (It will be mentioned in following instructions).

Recording

Reset

When the camera fails the network connection or works 
abnormally on the socket, you need to press the reset button 
with a pin until the indicator light turns off.

Mode Two: Ineternet mode 
Based on the Mode One, connect camera with your Router 

by Wifi, after successful configuration you can see the image

 real time remotely when you are away anywhere.

Network Configuration

Mode One: WLAN mode
After turn on the camera will be a WLAN hotspot, you can find in 

WLAN list and connect your mobile with it, view the image real
 time and take photos by mobile within the range of 10Meters

(33feet) between camera and smart mobile phone.

This camera have two mode to connect to smart mobile phone
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WLAN Mode Configuration

Step 1. 
Scan the QR code to get the APP for your Android or IOS smart 
phone, or search iMiniCam in Apple APP Store or Google Play 
Store 

Step 2.
Turn on the camera’s power switch, turn on the wifi fuction of 
your mobile phone, after a while the camera’s wifi signal will 
show on your phone’s wifi list,(as picture ① shown, the SSID
(wifi name) is on the label of the clock camera) . Connect it! 
(as picture ① shown)

Ps:If you cannot find the camera wifi signal after two minutes, 
please reset the camera. (stab the "reset" hole  till the light turns 
off). Please re-search the camera's wifi signal when the light 
turns on again.

iOSAndroid 
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Step 3.
Enter the APP, the main page as the photo shows. Click the “+” 
button to add your camera, select “Add new online camera” (as 
 picture③④ shown), then wait camera wifi signal to appear.

Ps: If the Camera choice cannot appear, please wait and 
press ”refresh” botton (as picture ⑤ shown)
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CM3326-26F16C6B03C1-0AD3D7

192.168.10.1:80
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Step 4.
After add the new camera in step 3, you will enter the main page. 
Please wait 10 seconds for online (the camera status will change 
into “online” state). Till now, you have completed the Mode One, 
you can click the online camera to view the video within about 

10 Meters (32.8 Feet).
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Internet Mode Configuration

Step 1. 
Based on the main page of Mode One (as picture     shown),
 press the “setting” icon, then select “Device Settings”as picture
     Shown.
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Step 2. 
Now you will enter the page of Device setting (as picture 
shown), you can set the time, the video length, alarm setting and 
so on. Choose the “WIFI Config” to achieve the remote wifi 
connection (Mode Two). Then choose a wifi available in your 
home or office, input the route password (For instance, we choose
 the  “TEST” to connect) press “OK”, then the clock camera
 will be connecting to the wifi, it will successful (as the picture on
 page 12)
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Input your route password
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Step 3. 
On the main page you will see the camera changing the status 
from Logging in, Request service, and Connecting. Because the 
camera is connecting your home or office wifi. Please just wait a 
moment.
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Step 4. 
When camera status change to “Online”, congratulations, this 
camera has connected with your home or office wifi successfully! 
Now your can remote control the camera or view videos on you
 moble device anywhere!
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Step 5. 
Just connect your phone's 4G network to have a try, then you 
can see the photo, and view the online real time video when you
 are anywhere. Of course, you also can connect other wifi to view
 the scene of your house or office anywhere.
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APP Setting Menu
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1. Alarm Configuration:
You can turn on/off Motion Detection sensitivity, scheduled 
alarm, alarm email push and FTP upload in this menu.

2. WiFi Config:
Set the camera from WLAN to internet mode by connecting it to 
a local WiFi hotspot in this menu.

3. SD Card recording Config:
Set recording mode/Resolution/Audio Switch/ Loop Recording.

4. Time Setting:
Set camera time and date format.

5. Email Config:
Set email push account and servers.

6. FTP Config:
FTP upload network configuration.

7. Misc Settings:
Working LED switch

8. Change Password.

9. Reboot Device.

APP Setting Option
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Here is a video link to show you the  setup of two modes, hope 

this can offer some help. Please scan the QR code and check 

the video directly.

NOTE: 
Only support Android and IOS systems, do not support 
Windows system.
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Specifications
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Product Dimension

Item Weight

Pixel

Resolution

Video Format

Frames

View Angle

Mobile phone 
operationsystem

Motion Detection 

Distance

Power Input

Power Output

Power Consumption

Storage Temperature

Operating Temperature

4.7*4.7*3 *1.8*1.1 cm (1.8 inch)

50 gram (1.7 oz)

5 Mega Pixels

1080P, 720P, 640P, 480P

AVI

25 fps

90 degrees

AC110-220V

DC5V, 1A

240mA/3.7V

-20-80℃

-10-60℃

Android /IOS

5 Meters (16.4 feet) straight line

Up to 32GB (16G Micro 

SD Cardincluded)
Available capacity



FAQ
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1.Q: I cannot get device Wifi signal?
    A: Plug off and plug into socket again, wait until the indicator 
        lights on, reset the camera by press the reset button until 
        the light turn on.

2.Q: Live video is not smooth and clear?
    A: The video transmission depends on your network condition.

3.Q: Can I have multiple smart phone connected to the camera ?
    A: Yes, the camera supports multiple visitors.

4.Q:When you quit this APP, enter again, the status of camera 
        will ecome “Logging in”, Right?
    A: Yes, quit this app, and enter later, the status of camera will 
        become ”Logging in”, so please wait some time, about 1 
        minute, the camera will become “online”.

5.Q: How to set the motion detection?
    A: Setting-Device Settings-Alarm Config.
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6.Q: Why SD card cannot shown in the app?
    A: Please format the SD card before you insert the SD card 
        into the item

7.Q: How to play micro SD card video?
    A: One, use card reader to read and play. Two, enter the app 
         and choose “record” to see the video. 
    Note: ensure the network condition smooth.
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